
The Patrick Madrid Show

1st Quarter 2017

1-4-17
Hour 1 (not live)
Hour 2 (Kaylyn, Cy and Don)

● Cy, Don and Kaylyn share about New Year’s Resolutions.
● What is “fear of the Lord”? What is the Scripture really asking us here? 
● The more we fear other men, the less we fear God. What happens when Christ is 

removed.
● Do Democrats have a “religion problem”? Biblical illiteracy in government and culture. 

Hour 3
● Biblical literacy, continued: The Miracle of Dunkirk (“. . . but if not”). Cardinal Sarah 

and an eastward-facing Mass. Did Catholics swing the Presidential election?
● Who are the Coptics? The disappearance of Christianity in the Middle East. Top Catholic 

stories of 2016 - Pope Francis, Sweden, and the Eucharist. 
● Top Catholic stories of 2016, continued. Pope Francis invites refugees to live at the 

Vatican. The canonization of Mother Teresa. Amoris Letitia and the Dubia. Does it need 
to be over 200 pages long?

● The murder of Father Jacques by Muslim anti-Christians. Islam and increasing terror in 
Europe.

1-5-17
Hour 1

● New 2017 driving laws in California involve child safety seats, GPS and phone use, and 
motorcycle lane splitting

● A Man in California Is Fighting a Caffeine DUI, and the State Won't Back Down 
● A major trial is under way in Milton Keynes using dogs to detect prostate cancer.
● Organ donation becomes mandatory in France
● Aztec human sacrifice and dancing

Hour 2
● Facebook's Mark Zuckerberg Now Thinks Religion Is "Very Important"
● Caller asks about declaring someone to sainthood in the church
● Now What? A guide for new Catholics written by Patrick Madrid
● Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg sets goal to finish visiting all states in the nation
● 5 Questions you need to ask yourself every day

Hour 3
● Caller asks why the church targets homosexuality more than other sins
● Congressman grounds son who dabbed next to Paul Ryan
● Kaylyn talks about planking at the Trevi Fountain in Rome
● Caller asks about boycotting an illicit wedding



● Family SUV stolen moments before they were to go to airport on vacation to Hawaii
● 4 gang members arrested after torturing a disabled white man and streaming it live on 

Facebook
1-6-17
Hour 1

● 22 Entertainers on whether they’d perform at Donald Trump’s Presidential Inauguration
● Gitmo detainees to be freed as Obama plans mass transfer
● We are in the midst of potential conflict with Russia, and this October marks the 100th 

anniversary of the apparition of Our Lady of Fatima
● Ted Kennedy secretly asked the soviets to intervene in the 1984 elections
● U.S. Army eases rules on beards, turbans for Muslim, Sikh troops

Hour 2
● Recap of what happened when 4 teens beat a disabled man and streamed it live on 

Facebook
● The White House Press Secretary said it was too early to tell if Chicago beating was a 

hate crime
● Patrick recalls the Henry Louis Gates arrest controversy in Cambridge, MA
● Caller asks why the victim’s parents weren’t more cautious when dropping their kid off at 

McDonalds
● Tucker Carlson savages college professor refusing to back up his claim that ’98 percent’ 

of scientists believe in global warming
Hour 3

● Patrick explains how the college professor demonstrates the red herring fallacy when 
trying to defend his position without supported facts

● Patrick answers listener email who seeks help in dealing with son who shows apathy and 
no interest in the faith

● Caller asks for suggestions on an app or audio book on the Old Testament
● Caller asks about the Bible not stating the birth of Jesus was on Dec. 25th

1-9-17
Hour 1

● 5,000 National Guard troops will be deployed for Trump’s inauguration
● During Meryl Streep’s acceptance speech at the Golden Globes, she harped on Trump for 

when he made fun of disabled reporter 
● Caller says Patrick hides behind the abortion issue and wishes he would promote 

donating to pregnancy resource centers
● Caller says Patrick is wrong in saying Meryl Streep belittled Trump

Tags
● Meryl Streep, Golden Globes, Donald Trump, 

Hour 2
● Caller says dialogue is good and agrees with Patrick that the correct approach to finding 

solutions is both/and
● Caller says Catholic radio has become too political and that collectively, the Catholic 

Church is losing grip of trust in God
● Debunking Planned Parenthood’s myth that only 3% of their services are abortions

Tags
● Abortion, Planned Parenthood 



Hour 3
● California murder convict becomes first U.S. inmate to have state-funded sex 

reassignment surgery
● The devil spends more time trying to deceive people who are close to God than he does 

on people who are already sinning
● Are Allah, Jehova, Yaweh, and God interchangeable? Is the God Catholics worship the 

same God other religions worship?
● 10 things that offended college students in 2016
● 6-year-old Brooke accidentally ordered four pounds of sugar cookies and a $160 

dollhouse.via Amazon's Alexa
Tags

● Transgender, Sex Reassignment Surgery, Inmate, Pioneer Cabinetry, Allah, God, 
College Students, Offend, Harambe, Amazon, Alexa,

1-10-17 Pre-Recorded
Hour 1

● Realities of hospice care.
● Where most people go to eat on their first date.
● Listener email: how does excommunication work?  Was my grandmother really 

excommunicated?
● How can we go through hospice care effectively?

Hour 2 
● Patrick takes a look at the vast distances found in the universe.
● Listener email: How can I defend the pro life stance when it comes to a women's choice?
● Listener email: what would abortion in America look like if Roe v. Wade was 

overturned?
● What's the proper use of NFP?

Hour 3
● Japanese productivity has stalled.  What can they do?
● Interview with Nicole Cardin
● The pros and cons of marrying a robot
● Listener email:  Can I be baptized again?
● Do naps help us think better?
● Patrick explores the beliefs of Mormonism.

1-11-17
Hour 1 - Encore of 1-5
Hour 2

● Guest Host: Don Johnson. California dams bursting with record rainfall - but government 
still cries “drought”. Do things cease to exist until God names them? 

● Caller: I think that the 2+2=5 idea is simply an attempt to make God bigger. 
● Noah and Cy discuss the existence of logic.
● Is Theology different than Math? 
● Does God have to follow His own rules? 

Hour 3



● Can a woman marry a robot? Is the Catholic Church really too rigid - or not rigid 
enough?

● “Monopoly” game may change board pieces. 
● Meryl Streep Golden Globe controversy.
● Caller: I think Meryl Streep had a valid point. 
● Star Wars museum opens in Los Angeles.

1-12-17
Hour 1

● Babies without mothers will come sooner than we think after study discovered how to 
make embryos with skin cells

● Beginning Feb. 1, the Air Force will no longer enforce its 25 percent tattoo rule
● Patrick shares story of when a bystander witnessed him receive Holy Communion and 

that he doesn’t see other Catholics showing the same reverence
● Listener email: Margaret compares receiving the Eucharist on the tongue while kneeling 

versus receiving in the hand while standing
Tags

● Tattoos, Air Force, Babies, Embryos, Skin Cells, Holy Communion, Reverence, Kneeling
Hour 2

● Abortions banned in Russian city for 1 day in memory of biblical ‘massacre of innocents’
● “Pro-Life Democrat” Bob Casey Says He Will Oppose Efforts to De-Fund Planned 

Parenthood
● Caller: Laura says she is pro-life but she supports Planned Parenthood for its other 

services; she used them while a teenager
● The growing popularity of online shopping; both Macy's and Sears announced plans to 

close more than a combined 200 stores
● Patrick shares a story of when he worked at Sears and a customer came to get a new 

Craftsmen tool under warranty
● Scissors removed from man's stomach after 18 years; analogy to sin and covering up 

something in the past that hasn’t been resolved yet
Tags

● Bob Casey, Massacre of Innocents, Sears, Lee Peterson, Amazon Prime, Malls, 
Confession  

Hour 3
● Listener Email: Austin is a member of the Latter Day Saints and thinks Patrick explained 

the Mormon belief inaccurately
● Patrick discusses divinization with an analogy of fire and iron
● Caller: Michael asks if we are required to abstain from meat on Fridays 
● Caller: We do share in the divinization of the Lord; Patrick clarifies exactly what that 

means
Tags

● Iron, Fire, Human Nature, Divinization, Mormon, Fasting
1-13-17
Hour 1

● A surge of young people are seeking removal of their Tattoos and reconstructive surgery 
for body piercings

● Caller: You cannot donate blood for a year after getting a tattoo



● Audio clip: Fr. Mike Schmitz answers the question “Should I get a tattoo?”
● Fr. Mike Schmitz was almost cast as an actor in the movies “Batman Forever” and 

“Hackers”
Tags

● Tattoos, Fr. Mike Schmitz, Body Piercings, Tattoo Removal
Hour 2

● Using the default phrase “you are in my thoughts and prayers”
● Kale, avocados, and other foods high in copper could be causing you to feel anxious and 

exhausted
● Fort Worth lawmaker moves to end ‘no-fault’ divorce in Texas
● Caller: Jacob says he has tattoos all over of his faith and family members and gets judged 

for it
● Caller: A physical therapist had a ‘biker’ client but was surprised when he saw a certain 

tattoo that changed his whole perspective
Tags

● Avocados, Kale, No Fault Divorce, Thoughts and Prayers, Judging Others, Tattoos
Hour 3

● Caller: Brian asks if God can give signs to tell us if we should get a tattoo or not
● Physical graffiti: A Catholic perspective on tattoos, piercings, and ‘body art’
● Caller: Chris uses his tattoos he got before becoming Catholic to evangelize
● Caller says she went through a no-fault divorce and paid $100,000 for it, while being 

abused by her husband for years; says there should be no such thing as ‘no-fault’ divorce 
because the only ones who benefit are the attorneys

● Listener Email: Jazmine asks about her relationship with her boyfriend who is part of the 
Philadelphia Church of God and she is Catholic

Tags
● Body, Temple of the Holy Spirit, Tattoos, The ABC’s of Finding a Good Husband, 

Dating
1-16-17
Hour 1

● Audio: Martin Luther King Jr. “I Have a Dream” speech
● Did you know Martin Luther King Jr. was pro-life? His niece Alveda King is ardently 

pro-life too
● Martin O’Malley says “Now is not the time for reconciliation. Now we fight”
● Mark Zuckerberg's net worth jumps $5 billion in first weeks of 2017
● Andrea Bocelli backs out of singing at Trump's inauguration after receiving death threats

Tags
● Jim Crow Laws, Martin Luther King Jr., I Have a Dream, Andrew Johnson, Alveda King, 

Civil War, Civil Rights, Death Threats, Inauguration, Jennifer Holliday
Hour 2

● Caller: Claire says pro-life Catholics are only concerned about black lives in the womb, 
but not after they are born

● A Drexel University professor decided to commemorate Christmas this year by taking 
to Twitter and calling for "white genocide"

● Audio: Alex Jones “No Price is Too High”
● Caller: Accuses Patrick of being racist



Tags
● C. C. Pecknold, Confederate Flag, Holocaust Memorials, Racist, White Genocide, 

Drexel, Alex Jones 
Hour 3

● Caller: what is a plenary indulgence and when did it originate?
● Caller thanks Patrick for not being racist
● Audio: Paul Ryan says there are 20 women’s health centers for every Planned Parenthood
● Caller: Laura says Black Lives Matter is a community organization

Tags
● Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing, Saul Alinsky, Paul Ryan, Plenary Indulgence

1-17-17
Hour 1

● Developments in international affairs in Russia
● Homeless man returns lost item to owner; the story went viral and now the homeless man 

has been given an apartment rent free 
● Patrick shares stories of encounters with the homeless
● Callers share stories of encounters with the homeless

Tags
● Cold War, Soviet Union, Darren Galvin, Garry, Homeless

Hour 2
● Torture can be useful, nearly half of Americans in poll say
● Caller discusses when torture is acceptable
● God wants to give you everything
● A reflection on Christ’s passion (John 17)

Tags
● Sleep Deprivation, Waterboarding, Buffalo Bill Cody, Pope Leo XIII

Hour 3
● True love is wanting the good of the other
● Caller: R.J. found out yesterday that his 39 year old daughter Amber Marie was hit and 

killed by a train
● Be prepared for death and do not fear it. Tell those in your life you love them more often
● Patrick announces upcoming events where he will be speaking

Tags
● Death, Train Accident, Amber Marie, Sacrificial Love, The View

1-18-18
Hour 1

● Unprecedented threats drive Secret Service inauguration security
● Pro-life women banned from anti-Trump Women's March on Washington
● President Dwight D. Eisenhower warned Americans of "The Unwarranted Influence" of 

the deep state
● Audio: President Eisenhower warns of manipulation in the armed forces for financial 

gain 
Tags

● Director of Homeland Security, Secret Service, Safety Procedures, World War II, Golden 
Era, President Eisenhower, Endless War

Hour 2



● Listener Email: John explains that although he is of the Mormon faith, he and Patrick 
share many similarities and are working toward the same goal

● Caller: I am anti-Catholic but I am pro-life
● The end of the Shakers? Sister Frances Carr passed away
● Caller: Russia has become a kind of ‘boogeyman’ 
● Atheists protest Christian content of 'grief books' given to families mourning the loss of 

loved ones
Tags

● The Shakers, Sister Frances Carr, Russia, Pledge of Allegiance, Establishment Clause,
Hour 3

● Caller: John is agnostic but thinks the anti-Christian movement goes too far
● Caller: My son’s friend committed suicide at 18 years old and she doesn’t know what to 

tell her son about where his soul will go
● Woman denied Swiss citizenship for being too annoying
● Guest interview with Obianuju Ekeocha about her new video “Killing Africa”
● Listener Email: Sandra asks about the movie ‘Silence’
● Caller: Gloria is upset that her parish priest will not allow her and others to pray the 

Divine Mercy Chaplet aloud at 3pm
Tags

● Suicide, Cowbell, Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, Abortion Giant, Defund Planned 
Parenthood, Marie Stopes International, Killing Africa, Culture of Life Africa, Silence

1-19-17
Hour 1

● College students handing out Constitutions get arrested
● Michigan teacher won't let students watch Trump inauguration speech
● Novel by Tom Clancy ‘Debt of Honor’
● Mike Pence will take the oath with his hand on 2 Chronicles in Reagan's Bible
● Party at Pence's: LGBT activists host dance party outside VP-elect's Chevy Chase rental
● Ark containing relics of saints who died for faith under Soviets to be carried across 

Russia to mark 100th anniversary of October Revolution
Tags

● Justice Clarence Thomas, Tom Clancy, Mike Pence, The Constitution, Ronald Reagan
Hour 2

● Caller: Richard says he heard Democratic Arizona Congresswoman, Kyrsten Sinema, on 
another radio show express her disappointment with those boycotting the inauguration 
because that’s not how you get things done

● Caller: Barbara says Trump is like the pilot of an airplane we are all on; if he goes down 
we all go down so we need to pray he does well

● What would a successful Trump presidency look like?
● Avalanche in Italy Buries Hotel, Leaving up to 30 Missing
● Caller: Tom is a government employee and works on border patrol, he says we are only 

talking about illegal immigration, why not legal?
● Undocumented worker sues San Francisco for violating sanctuary law

Tags
● Sanctuary City, Inauguration, Donald Trump, Avalanche, Border Patrol, Immigration, 

San Francisco, Kyrsten Sinema



Hour 3
● Caller: Joseph asks how he can effectively dialogue with a muslim who is attempting to 

convert him
● Listener Email: Is it true that the majority of women getting abortions are Catholic or 

Christian?
● Audio: Why should we defund Planned Parenthood?
● Study finds eating spicy foods is linked to decreased mortality
● Caller: Julie clarifies that Kyrsten Sinema is strongly pro-choice

Tags
● Right to Life, Abortion, Chili Peppers, Heart Disease, Spicy Food, Defund Planned 

Parenthood

1-20-17
Hour 1 (Pre-record)
Hour 2 Guest hosts: Don Johnson and Kaylyn Green

● The West Coast gears up for “Walk for Life”, 2017 and “OneLifeLA”. True feminism. 
● Don and Kaylyn discuss the psychology of abortion. Do women really have a “choice” to 

abort their baby? Women’s rights.
● Caller: It’s ironic that all these pro-abortion women whine about objectification of 

women and yet act so trashy.
● Caller: I took Plan B once. I’m a single mom, who didn’t abort my baby. Caller: A 

girlfriend aborted my baby once; where was MY choice as a man? Morality was 
“destroyed” in the ‘60s and ‘70s

Hour 3
● Caller: I think that the humanity of the unborn baby is the key issue. 
● Caller: Why do you keep using the term “pro-abortion” rather than “pro-choice”?
● Caller: I think that pride is the real issue. 
● Is truth “relative”? The Most Outlandish Statement by a Celebrity: Don picks the week’s 

winner.
1-23-17
Hour 1

● Guzzling Too Many Energy Drinks Can Cause Hepatitis 
● Patrick shares stories of little, every day moments he shared about his faith and his radio 

program
● Trump calls out the CIA saying they are going to get serious about radical Islamic 

terrorism
● Scientists run calculations to prove the existence of God
● It is reasonable and logical to believe in God, but ultimately you can’t prove God does or 

doesn’t exist purely by scientific means
Tags

● Existence of God, Energy Drinks
Hour 2

● Unhinged woman goes off on Trump supporter on airplane. Cabin cheers when she is 
escorted off the flight

● Caller: Lourdes is frustrated that the media isn’t covering the pro life walks but they are 
covering women’s marches all over



● Caller: Randy says he understands why Trump was elected; people are frustrated, 
Christians are persecuted

● Caller: Renee says that the Catholic Church is becoming more and more divided because 
of politics, especially on the topic of President Trump

● Caller: David says the media overlooks the walks for life but appreciates Catholic radio 
giving it attention. He is a democrat but voted Trump because he at least acknowledged 
and listened to 33 pro life leaders, unlike Obama

● More than a million people marched against Trump and that's not counting Washington, 
DC

● Madonna says she feels like blowing up the White House, but instead ‘chooses love’
Tags

● Airplane, Democracy, Walk for Life, Trump Supporter, Madonna, Women’s March
Hour 3

● Could we be approaching another civil war?
● Caller: Jackie goes to Arizona State University and says she wants to make pregnancy 

seem more appealing and not some issue of life or death
● Caller: Bernie says he was interviewed my the Bay Area News, but he did not make the 

cut and is wondering if he should write a letter
● More than 50 Soros "partners" behind "Women's March"
● Caller: Joe thinks we are seeing the beginning of a civil year
● Caller: David points out the differences between the Women’s Marches and Walks for 

Life; one had pouring rain, one had sunshine; one was violent one was peaceful 
● Revealed: 21 chants from leftist radicals on Inauguration Day

Tags
● Civil War, Endless War, Liberal Media, Vulgarity, Women’s March, Walk for Life

1-24-17
Hour 1

● President Donald Trump reinstates Mexico City Policy which stops taxpayers funding 
international abortions

● Limo torched in DC protests belongs to Muslim immigrant, may cost $70,000 in damages
● Listener Emails respond to Patrick’s prediction that we are approaching another civil war
● How many of the protestors are paid?

Tags
● Civil War, Protestors, Limo, Mexico City Policy, Buffoons, 

Hour 2
● Caller: Al says Jesus didn’t come to bring peace but to raise a sword
● For the second year in a row, Oklahoma was ranked the most pro-life state in the nation
● Patrick shares a story of when he flew to Albuquerque, NM and the crew asked how 

much passengers weighed
● Mark Twain children's story, recently discovered, coming in fall 
● Caller: Joe and Patrick discuss the history of how the civil war started
● Caller: Kristin says Our lady predicted the annihilation of nations, and we need to make 

reparations
Tags

● Martyr, Civil War, Pro Life States
Hour 3



● Caller: Han asks about the principle of abortion in the case of rape and incest
● Caller: Victor says he thinks that the gay marriage issue is the grounds for this civil war 

instead of slavery
● Caller: Paul says these protesters don’t have what it takes to fight a civil war
● Charlie Johnston predicted there would not be a peaceful transfer of power during the 

inauguration; Since he was wrong he says do not listen to him anymore
Tags

● Charlie Johnston, Civil War, Rape and Incest
1-25-17
Hour 1

● Thieves posing as mannequins steal £10k of clothes
● 'SNL' indefinitely suspends writer who joked about Barron Trump being a mass shooter
● Knights of Malta head resigns after dispute with Vatican
● Designers can refuse to dress the Trumps. Other artists should have the same freedom
● Chrisette Michele performed for Trump—so she's been dropped from a new Netflix 

series
● The campaign to impeach President Trump has begun
● Queen's chaplain resigns over cathedral Koran reading row saying he has a 'duty' to 

defend Christianity
Tags

● Chrisette Michele, Knights of Malta, Barron Trump, Katie Rich, Hate
Hour 2

● Caller says that the designers who don’t want to dress Melania probably wouldn’t even 
be asked to in the first place; it’s just a publicity stunt

● Caller: John stumbled upon the station for the first time and asks 2 questions: Why do we 
celebrate the Sabbath on Sunday? Why do Catholics put Mary above Jesus?

● Caller: Pedro is troubled because he can’t get through to women on the abortion issue. He 
also doesn’t like how Patrick talked about the Women’s Marches

● Caller: Pedro says he is pro-life but he doesn't understand the importanec of defunding 
Planned Parenthood

Tags
● Resist, Sabbath, Mary the Mother of God,

Hour 3
● Patrick challenges Pedro’s position when he says he would drive someone to get an 

abortion even though he is pro-life
● Audio: Live Action calls 97 Planned Parenthood locations to ask for prenatal care, and 92 

of them say they only provide abortions
● Caller: Mary cries on air explaining that she went to Planned Parenthood to verify her 

pregnancy and they told her to get abortion. She had the baby but it still hurts her that 
someone would suggest such a thing

● Caller says people need to realize Margaret Sanger is behind the abortion movement who 
was racist

● Caller: Mitch asks if there is a parallel with the tower of Babel to current day 
bioengineering of DNA

Tags
● Post-abortion syndrome, Live Action Video, Planned Parenthood Lies



1-26-17
Hour 1

● Audio: Putin defends Christian culture, Western values, condemns political correctness
● Caller: There was sign that said “If Mary had an abortion we wouldn’t be in this mess”
● Guilty plea for 70-year-old Kansas City bank robber who chose prison over living with 

wife
● Pres. Trump likely to nominate Neil Gorsuch to the Supreme Court on Thursday
● Who's fixated on Facebook? Addicted to the smart phone? It's not who you think
● Global epidemic of blindness on the horizon, study says

Tags
● Vladimir Putin, Neil Gorsuch

Hour 2
● Rape is streamed live on Facebook for 3 hours
● There will be a march on Washington for science in politics
● Caller: Marie says she is annoyed that Patrick says ‘el presidente’ and thinks that 

immigrants who come to work should learn English
● Caller: Al explores evolution theory

Tags
● Evolution, Facebook Live, Science March

Hour 3
● Paris March for Life draws more than 50,000
● Audio: During an interview with David Muir, President Trump calls out the press for not 

covering the March for Life
● Breaking: VP Mike Pence will speak at the March for Life
● 'This is library!” - watch as UW Trump protesters get shut down
● Caller: Manny asks how different religions can believe in the same God

Tags
● David Muir, Mike Pence, Trump Protesters

1-27-17
Hour 1 Pre-recorded Patrick
Hour 2 Guest Hosts: Don & Kaylyn

● March for Life kicks off in Washington, D.C. Ultrasound technology and the pro-life 
cause.

● “Atlantic” magazine author laments the impact of ultrasound technology for giving the 
“false” impression that babies are human.

● Caller: I’m a doctor; the Hypocratic Oath clearly upholds the humanity of unborn 
children. The Nuremburg Trials held euthanasia and abortion as “crimes against 
humanity”.

● Caller: How can I refute a “greater good” argument for abortion? 
Tags

● Hippocratic Oath, Nuremberg Trials, March for Life
Hour 3



● Caller: Scripture clearly states that God holds unborn children as persons, even before 
they are conceived. The link between abortion and contraception. Business: How hard 
does God want us to work? 

● Caller: We keep talking about a time for rest - but God has already provided one in the 
Sabbath!

● Caller: My family has been very blessed by our observance of the Sabbath. Guest: Dan 
reports live from the March for Life in Washington, D.C.

● Reporter “Dan”, continued: Perfect weather, great mood and perhaps a larger crowd than 
ever before. 

Tags
● Business, Busy, March for Life, Sabbath

1-30-17
Hour 1

● Patrick gives guidelines for a calm, constructive dialogue on the program
● President Trump puts a 90 day halt on immigration for certain nations
● President Obama listed 7 countries in an executive order and no one protested then
● Caller: Leon says the whole world is segregated
● Caller: Judy says she would like to see celebrities like Meryl Streep take unvetted 

refugees into her multi-million dollar home
Tags

● Executive Order, President Obama, President Trump, Immigration Law
Hour 2

● America has been bombing Syria and nobody was up in arms, but now they’re mad about 
vetting Syrian refugees

● Caller: Saul says he likes Trump but does not support his decision to build a wall and 
make Mexico pay for it

● Caller: Andrew is an immigrant and he supports Trump
● Caller: Angel claims people did protest when Obama came out with the immigration 

order, but Patrick disagrees
Tags

● Syrian Refugees, Mexico, Building a Wall
Hour 3

● Patrick explains that discussing the immigration order is an apologetics topic
● Caller: Terry explains that most Americans are ignorant of the history of Muslim 

aggression and military conquest
● Caller: Elizabeth was in the Middle East during the Syrian exodus; 90% were young 

males -NOT women and children
● Caller: Pedro says the executive order on immigrants is a racist policy
● Caller: Kevin says he agrees with Trump’s executive orders he has made in the past 

week, but asks for Patrick’s opinion because he knows the faith
● 2 John 7-11 says there are some strangers that shouldn’t be welcomed
● Caller: Steve says allowing immigration actually hurts the countries that the migrants 

come from
Tags

● Gumball Immigration Demonstration, Military Conquest, The Crusades, Muslim 
Aggression 



1-31-17
Hour 1

● Boy Scouts will allow transgender children who identify as boys into programs
● Patrick shares story of when he was first exposed to pornography
● Patrick reads listener comments 
● When people dramatically express their concerns about immigration Patrick doesn’t think 

they actually understand the executive order
Tags

● Boy Scouts of America, Transgender Children, Pornography Exposure, Innocence, 
Millstone

Hour 2
● Scientists Can Now 3D Print Transplantable Skin
● Caller: Steve says the progressive ideology fails to hold a definite standard
● Changing of the Guard dropped due to fears of Islamist terror attack
● Secret Service puts agent who decried taking 'a bullet' for Trump on paid leave
● A former Nazi storm-trooper, Heinrich Steinmeyer, left his savings to a Scottish village
● Caller: Heidi asks about divorce, remarriage and receiving Holy Communion
● Don’t call pregnant women ‘expectant mothers’ because it might offend the transgender 

people
● Caller: Joe asks why Saint Joseph is overlooked 

Tags
● Skin Cells, 3d Printer, Medical Association, Kerry O’Grady, Saint Joseph, Divorce, 

Transgender Women, Pregnant, Expectant Mothers
Hour 3

● A priest's stunning theory on why Juarez is less dangerous now
● Patrick recaps the Bible story of Jacob marrying Leah and Rachel
● Caller: Ruben is not Catholic but listens to the show and asks why it is not blasphemy to 

pray to Mary
● Patrick recommends the apostolic letter by Saint Pope John Paul II on keeping the Lord’s 

Day holy
● Caller: Orlando asks if he can go on vacation during Holy Week
● Catholicism is the original Christianity; can a Catholic go to a protestant Bible study?

Tags
● Freemasonry, Masonry Unmasked, Blasphemy, Mary, Eucharistic Miracle, Bible 

Study
2-1-17
Hour 1

● Neil Gorsuch nominated by President Trump for the Supreme Court
● Audio: Trump introduces Gorsuch to the podium and Gorsuch makes a brief statement
● Read Gorsuch's hilarious dissent in child burping case
● Caller discusses when judges exercise judicial activism

Tags
●

Hour 2
● Audio: Planned Parenthood only gives ultrasounds if the pregnancy is being terminated



● Patrick explains why the argument that pro-life people only care about the unborn is 
extremely misinformed and inaccurate

● Seven Answers to the “Pro-Lifers are just Pro-Birth” Argument
● Pro-life backlash leads Chili's restaurant to cancel Planned Parenthood fundraiser
● Patrick clarifies that a caller mistakenly thought he said something on his show that in 

fact was a different show host, Chris Aubert
Tags
Hour 3

● Caller: Annette asks how far do we let Muslims go? Where do you draw the line with 
Sharia Law? Is that racist to even ask?

● Caller: Mary shares a personal story of a 22 year old friend who died having an abortion 
procedure

● 11 ways to help serve an expectant mother
● Caller: Sandra says her brother is a Jehovah’s Witness and asks why we pray to Jesus
● Patrick goes back to Annette’s question and talks about the history of Muslims across 

various lands
● Caller: Joy says the Church needs to honor miscarried children better and give proper 

burials
Tags

● Graven Images, Religious Images, Idolize, Fatal Abortion, Mohammed, Miscarriage
2-2-17
Hour 1

● UC Berkeley students violently protest Milos Yiannopoulos
● Patrick reads a letter by Claire
● Tomorrow is the anniversary of when Rock n roll musician Buddy Holly died in a plane 

crash at 22 years old
● Are you ready to face God? We know not the day or the hour when we will be called 

home
● National Prayer Breakfast in Washington D.C.

Tags
● Presidential Prayers, Milos Yiannopoulos, Claire, Buddy Holly, Plane Crash,

Hour 2
● Bill Gates set to become the world's first TRILLIONAIRE despite efforts to give his 

fortune away
● Caller: Sandra asks about the book of Revelation and the pope as the antiChrist because 

her brother is questioning these things
● Patrick talks about the early Church
● Caller: Dominic asks if everyone is saved by God rather than by the Church
● Don’t let friendliness stop you from sharing hard truths

Tags
● Jehovah’s Witness, Billionaire, Bill Gates, Revelation, Saved, Hard Truths

Hour 3
● Caller: John says he used to be Catholic but left because churches are too modernized and 

don’t have statues of Saint Anthony, Mary and Joseph anymore
● Caller: Sylvia says she was also treated disrespectfully at Church but it doesn’t stop her 

from going to mass



● Caller: Jerome attends the same church as the caller John and personally invites John to 
come back to Saint Peter the Apostle in Fallbrook

● Caller: Irene asks if she can have a crucifix in her house
● Patrick reads a poem about the cross
● Caller: John says the other caller John should not go back to that church and we need to 

challenge modernism
Tags

● Crucifix, Saint Peter the Apostle Catholic Church, 

2-3-17
Hour 1 (pre-record?)
Hour 2

● Don Johnson and Kaylyn Green guest host this hour
● The United States is dangerously low on - bacon. President Trump attends the national 

prayer breakfast. 
● President Trump and spiritual health: Material success does not equal happiness.
● President Trump vows to eliminate the Johnson Amendment.
● Caller: Wes says religion should not be a part of politics. 

Hour 3
● Don and Kaylyn chat about Trump, politics and religion. 
● Ricky Gervais puts Stephen Colbert in an atheist headlock on the late show. Is religion 

“blind faith”?
● Gervais/Colbert, continued. Do atheists simply deny “one more god” than a Christian 

does? Is Science “truth”, and Faith mere “belief”?
● 7 members on the coaching staff for the New England Patriots went to John Carroll 

University
● A 22 year old nanny donates her liver to save the little girl she babysits
● Movie reviews by Don and Kaylyn: “Hidden Figures,” “Silence,” and “La La Land.”

2-6-17
Hour 1

● Thoughts on the Super Bowl last night and its relation to sin and redemption
● “Raising Chaste Catholic Men: Practical Advice, Mom to Mom” by Leila Miller
● Caller: Deborah says when the players kissed the trophy it looked like idolatry
● Caller: Steve says the Super Bowl commercials had masonic meanings
● Caller: Caroline asks about the differences between Obama’s and Trump’s travel bans
● How do you tell if something or someone is good or bad?

Tags
● Super Bowl LI, Natural Good, 

Hour 2
● Social media is making people anti-social and jealous
● Patrick posted a humorous picture of Hillary Clinton wearing a Falcons jersey after Super 

Bowl LI on Facebook and got angry comments
● Caller: Casey says she would have reacted to Patrick’s photo thinking he was putting 

down Hillary Clinton
● Russian woman faces prison for lighting her cigarette with a church candle



● Caller: Warren says the Russians forcing people to respect religion might have a reverse 
effect

● Caller: Cathy says the tension over the election is not ending and people are still heated in 
a dangerous way

Tags
● Facebook, Social Media, 

Hour 3
● Caller: Sandra shares that when she got excited seeing Mike Pence at the Super Bowl the 

mood in the room was very negative
● Caller: Gwen explains that Jesus was a peacemaker instead of peacekeeper; the difference 

is that He isn’t afraid of shaking things up and offending anyone in defense of Truth
● Caller: Kim says she screens what her kids watch very carefully, especially when they 

use the Lord’s name in vain
● Patrick answer a listener email about a 54 day novena and miracles
● List of different titles for Christ in Scripture 

Tags
2-7-17
Hour 1

● Scientists have found a way of eliminating chemotherapy side effects in mice
● Scientists restore hearing in deaf mice using advanced gene therapy
● NOAA scientists manipulated temperature data
● Patrick is celebrating his 36th wedding anniversary today
● Patrick shares from the heart what a blessing children are, He has 11.

Tags
Hour 2

● Caller: Andre is expecting his 5th child with wife and wonders if he/she will detract from 
the other 4 kids

● Caller: Karen asks for a book recommendation on the history of Mexico
● Caller: Adrianna also is in a class learning about Mexican history
● Caller: Aurora says her grandmother lived through the persecution in Mexico
● Caller: Sydney asks about Deuterocanonical books written after the reformation

Tags
Hour 3

● IHR station power outtage; Rerun of 2-6-17 hour 3
● Caller: Vivian asks if Paul really wrote a letter to Timothy because her priest says he 

didn’t
● Listener email: Did you notice Google changed the definition of fascism?
● Caller: Marcie left the Catholic Church because she is pro choice and because she is pro 

refugee and will continue to protest other things
Tags
2-8-17
Hour 1

● Patrick shares story of when his son had coins that mysteriously flipped on their own, so 
they blessed the house

● Listener Email: What can I do to get rid of my fear of evil spirits?
● The devil only has power if you allow him to



● The first step to combat evil is to go to confession and be in the state of grace
● Fortitude is the virtue that helps us take courage and stay strong
● Caller: Carol asks about the TV show “Long Island Medium”
● Caller: Celia moved into her deceased sister’s house and found weird objects so she had a 

priest come and bless the house and get rid of things
Tags
Hour 2

● Papal Address at University of Regensburg
● Caller: Sandra asks if it is wrong that her dreams come true 80% of the time
● Patrick shares that he too has dreams that come true and they are not good; they are 

typically about disasters that happen
● Caller: Stella says her parish priest has such a thick accent that her family can’t 

understand
● Caller: Leon asks why the devil tempted Jesus 
● Caller: Francis is a physical therapist and says he thinks one patient he saw was 

possessed. Patrick shares a story when he gave a ride to a possessed man.
● Caller: Steve says he was paralyzed once when a dark force messed with him so he called 

upon his angel and his angel appeared and sat next to him
Tags
Hour 3

● Caller: Joe has two children with his wife and wants another one but his wife does not. 
Seeks advice.

● Caller: Heidi describes an experience she had in the middle of the night around 3am 
where her alarm clock reset itself. She then felt she couldn’t move or speak. She started 
praying and the presence went away

● Caller: Obie is from Africa and says supernatural occurrences happen often
● Caller: Pat talks about the quote “God helps those who help themselves”
● Patrick shares story of when he was supposed to be on a plane that crashed but he 

changed his plans last minute for another flight
● Caller: Javier says he used to practice Santeria and he now feels like he has to somehow 

get rid or get free from it
2-9-17
Hour 1

● URLs outdo hashtags in ads aired during Super Bowl LI
● Patrick shares story of when a ghost appeared to his dad in his house growing up
● Saint John Bosco had the gift of knowing people’s sins before they confessed them
● Patrick gives guidelines on how to make a confession
● Litany of the Holy Name of Jesus

Hour 2
● What does IHS stand for? Hint: It does not mean “In His Service”
● The early Church did not believe that the Father Son and Holy Spirit were three separate 

entities
● Caller: Sammy asks what the difference is between the Catholic and Orthodox Church
● Caller: Gilbert says he saw a woman’s shadow when he was a child and asks for help in 

discerning what it was



● Caller: Anonymous is worried that her granddaughter’s Catholic class is going to visit a 
synagogue and mosque 

● Caller: Abeni is 10 years old and asks about reincarnation
Tags

● Karma, reincarnation, Orthodox,
Hour 3

● Dream job opening: chocolate and cocoa beverage taster
● Caller: Fred asks if the Eastern rite is part of the Catholic Church
● Caller: Joe says he saw a shadow dancing in the hallway and then it vanished.
● Caller: George asks if the Old Testament is appropriate for kids to read because it has 

stories of sexual immorality
● Caller: John went to an episcopalian funeral service and is confused why it is almost 

identical to Catholic service
Tags

● Byzantine, Something Other Than God
2-10-17
Hour 1

● There will be many demonstrations around the country this weekend to defund planned 
parenthood

● Elizabeth Warren silenced by the Senate during her speech for attacking the character of 
a fellow senator, which violates rule 19

● Katie Couric explains to Ellen Degeneres that female fetuses can ‘feel’ that they are male 
● Audio: Prof. Edward Feser: "Why Believe in God?: Arguments for the Existence of God"
● Caller: Jeanelle asks for guidance as she is divorced, civilly remarried, and takes her 

daughter to mass but does not receive communion.
Hour 2

● Patrick explains the grounds and process for annulment and why the Church takes this 
seriously

● Audio: Syria’s Assad tells Yahoo News some refugees are ‘definitely’ terrorists
● Caller: Bree compares the immigration issue to locking doors at night; it’s not that we 

don’t like the people outside, it’s that we love those inside
● Caller: Juan asks if God gives second chances. He came to America illegally and has 

made mistakes that are affecting his children now
Hour 3

● We are free beings and God will not force us to love Him back
● Listener Email: Alicia is struggling to embrace the Catholic faith because of how she was 

raised and desires to fall in love with God rather than be forced
● Caller: Dan talks about the Islamic faith as wanting to ‘flush them out’

2-13-17
Hour 1

● Oroville dam is predicted to break soon and there is a call for evacuation
● much of the internet-connected world is contaminated with malicious code, or malware
● Audio: Bill Clinton speaks on illegal immigration to the State of the Union in 1995
● Audio: Senator Obama on illegal immigration in 2005
● Caller: James says Trump bore false witness in his rhetoric speaking about immigrants



● Caller: Johnny makes an analogy for Donald Trump’s personality using restaurant service 
as an example

Hour 2
● For grocery store rotisserie chicken, there's a food safety "danger zone"
● Caller says she is an immigrant but supports Trump’s policy
● How to see warning signs of a diabolical spirit
● Caller: Victress says a friend thinks the Devil isn’t in Hell but actually in Heaven. What 

can he say to her?
Hour 3

● Caller: Jason asks why we go with the Latin Vulgate instead of Greek or Hebrew 
translations

● Caller: Amy says her and her husband are being given advice from priests that 
contraception is okay in their case

● Caller: Olivia says she has a Facebook friend who thinks praying to Mary is wrong and 
asks for advice

● Caller: Jen says she has health issues and getting pregnant was a risk, but Natural Family 
Planning has been a blessing for her marriage outside of the bedroom in learning to 
communicate

2-14-17
Hour 1

● Flight attendants fight human trafficking
● Boy Scouts
● Audio: Denzel Washington opens up about his faith
● Patrick explains what ‘Dedication and Leadership’ is about; why can’t Catholics be 

dedicated to living the Gospel like communists are at spreading their agenda?
Tags

● Surprised by Truth, Surprised by Life, Dedication and Leadership, Communist
Hour 2

● Audio: Perry Noble talks about how he struggles to believe Jesus loves him
● True love is manifested when the likeability portion is lacking
● God loves you just the way you are, but he loves you too much to let you stay that way
● Caller: Ken asks how he can encourage his daughter to get his granddaughter baptized
● Caller: Tracy shares her own experience in growing to understand how to love despite not 

liking someone
● Caller: Gabby asks how she can help her kids find interest and value in faith again

Tags
● True Love, Formed.org

Hour 3
● Pope Francis and rigidity on certain issues
● Woman caught in adultery
● Audio: Deacon Harold says if we can’t stand up for our faith because we’re afraid of how 

people will perceive us we don’t deserve to be Catholic
● Caller: Susan says we should identify as Christians rather than Catholics

Tags
● Magis Center, Fr. Spitzer

2-15-17



Hour 1
● Harrison Ford misses runway at CA airport, sparks FAA investigation
● Our time is limited, live every day like it’s your last
● Oklahoma bill would require father of fetus to approve abortion
● Caller: Xavier doesn’t like that Patrick is politically conservative
● Caller: Reese asks what the definition of mainstream media is and says that Patrick’s 

show is getting too political
Hour 2

● Audio: Sen. Marco Rubio regarding uncivil discourse
● Caller: Kelly says we should all support Trump because he is our president now
● Caller: James says there is too much talk of Trump and not enough of Pope Francis
● Caller: Kathleen says President Trump is a role model for working hard and not spending 

our money frivolously 
● Caller: Agnes compares Trump to Hitler and Stalin
● Caller: Maggie is a physician and had a couple come in for an ultrasound. The mother 

wanted to get an abortion but the father helplessly begged her not to
Hour 3

● Caller: Dan asks the difference between repentance and doing penance from the Douay 
Rheims

● Caller: Nat says he has 11 kids in catechism class but they know nothing
● Caller: Jesus says leftism is a religion contaminating the world
● Caller: Danny asks about the Al Smith dinner where Cardinal Dolan dined with Obama
● Sister Lucia of Fatima takes step toward beatification
● 10 ways to win the battle for purity

2-16-17
Hour 1

● Harrison Ford is still under investigation for landing a plane on the wrong runway and 
almost hit a passenger jet

● Patrick drank decaf coffee for 3 weeks without realizing. Where is the God door in this?
● Is your home secure? Hacker digitally invades smart home in Florida
● Pray without ceasing because the devil doesn’t sleep
● Lent is not only a time to give something up but to take something up, such as daily 

adoration or rosary.
● Parity is an advocacy group asking Christians who favor LGBT equality to wear glitter 

ash on their forehead on Ash Wednesday
Tags

● Placebo Effect
Hour 2

● What is a sacramental versus a sacrament?
● Blogger Matt Walsh responds to an email he received with an ‘indisputable’ pro-choice 

argument...with 10 reasons the argument is flawed.
● Patrick reads Matt Walsh’s full letter on air which describes bodily autonomy logically
● Use the aforementioned arguments against the pro-choice reasoning and see what 

happens
Hour 3

● Patrick shares a story of getting cut off in traffic and getting caught up in revenge



● Caller asks if she should tell her Seventh Day Adventist friend that there is pork lard in 
the mexican food she eats

● Caller: Betty asks how the pope can just declare the assumption of the Blessed Virgin 
Mary

● Caller: Will thinks that John 6:62 debunks the Catholic belief in the real presence of 
Christ in the Eucharist

2-17-17
Hour 1

● The hunger gains: extreme calorie-restriction diet shows anti-aging results
● Woman blinded after using flea market contact lenses
● Court rules against florist who rejected gay couple
● Listener Email: What would you do in the case of a pregnant mother with  pulmonary 

hypertension where there is a 100% chance that the mother and child will die if 
pregnancy continues?

Hour 2
● Caller: Chris asks about getting his wife’s tubes tied, taking a vow of celibacy with his 

wife, and more
● Patrick explains to Chris that might not be a good idea because he is called to intimacy in 

the sacrament of marrige
● Caller: Elijah asks if it was a sin for Pontius Pilate to send Christ to his death
● Listener Email: Todd asks about birth control, infant mortality in third world countries 

and Bill Gates’ proposed solutions
● Caller: Joe asks if Pharaoh would be culpable for his sins considering God ‘hardened his 

heart’
● Caller: Gaye had 2 abortions and does not regret it because she doesn’t like kids

Tags
● Situation Ethics

Hour 3
● Dominican friars offered their restrooms to the Women marchers in D.C. and it became 

an opportunity to dialogue about religion
● Caller: Carolyn was born after her parents got off contraception, and she ended up saving 

her brother’s soul 30 years later
● Traffic lights are going to show two same sex people for the cross walk instead of one 

person to indoctrinate the homosexual agenda
● Caller: Bob is agnostic and asks why God allows so much evil
● Caller: Irene asks if Peter was the first pope because her co-worker thinks it was 

Constantine

2-20-17
Hour 1: Encore of 1-10-17
Hour 2: Encore of 1-10-17
Hour 2: Encore of 11-25-16

2-21-17
Hour 1



● People requested the link to The Eight Stages of the Rise and Fall of Civilizations from 
yesterday’s rerun show

● Listener Email: What does the word ‘incarnate’ mean from the Nicene Creed
● Saint Joseph’s feast day is approaching and there is a powerful 30 day novena to him
● Patrick shares his opinion on burying a Saint Joseph statue when selling a house, and said 

he prayed a novena instead
● Patrick explains why we pray to saints sometimes rather than directly to God
● Caller: Kris says her father came back to the church after she prayed a Saint Joseph 

novena
● Caller: Andrea shares her experience of burying a Saint Joseph statue and selling her 

house, and shares her reversion story
Hour 2

● Audio: African American Trump supporter goes off about sanctuary cities in Town Hall 
meeting

● Caller: Dominic says he only sees Mexicans working the fields where our food comes 
from

● Caller: Bonnie says she tried to help a Black homeless woman but Catholic Charities 
turned them away because they claimed to only help Mexican immigrants

● Caller: Les stresses the point: what are laws for if they’re not obeyed?
● Caller: Tony says he was discriminated against when he was working in a predominantly 

Mexican immigrant workforce
● Caller: Candela is an illegal immigrant and has been here for 16 years. He says he does 

not get money back on taxes
● Caller: Adrianna says her mother was an illegal immigrant and a program helped her with 

her diabetes
Hour 3

● Caller: Mariely is Mexican and she says the Mexican government is so corrupt and 
America helps all the time but there must be justice

● Caller: Claudia says she has a good friend who immigrated from Mexico, but is frustrated 
that the money she makes from working in America she sends back to Mexico to buy 
property there

● Planned Parenthood launches campaign to promote abortion as not morally wrong
● Caller: Jason said he watched an investigative report that confirms everything the woman 

in the Town Hall video said
● Partridge Family star David Cassidy, 66, reveals he is battling dementia
● Caller: Adolfo says illegals do get benefits while he was out of work and had to continue 

paying taxes
● Caller: Ishmael hates seeing the division between Americans and Mexicans, it is not a 

race issue, the point of the wall is to keep people safe
● Caller: Susan says she was denied medical care and she is a citizen
● Caller: Terry talks about the Equal Protection Clause and Proposition N 

2-22-17
Hour 1

● Authorities warn human traffickers are using new tactics to capture victims
● The feast of the chair of Saint Peter - we celebrate furniture now? What is this feast day 

about?



● Patrick gives a little history lesson on Saint Peter
● Caller asks about San Diego Bishop Robert McElroy’s speech calling for Catholics to be 

disruptive
Tags

● Ex Cathedra
Hour 2

● Muslims raise over $65,000 to repair vandalized Jewish cemetery, after hitting their 
$20,000 goal in 3 hours

● Why are Democrats calling Trump anti-semitic when he has a daughter and son in law 
who are Jewish?

● Jesus statue decapitated twice in two weeks
● How does God love us? Does He love us more when we honor Him and less when we 

offend Him?
● Caller: Monica says she heard a protestant pastor say God only loves the ‘restored’ you

Tags
● Keith Ellison

Hour 3
● Audio: 16 year old girl responds to Teen Vogue article listing gift ideas to support a 

friend who’s had an abortion
● 13 year old girl crushed by a tree during last week’s storm and is in critical condition
● Caller: Jaye asks where Mormons and fallen away Catholics go when they die because 

her child has left the Church
● Caller: Steve asks about the military and what the Church’s teaching on killing is in the 

context of war
● Caller: Al asks how does limbo work?

Tags
● Invincible Ignorance

2-23-17
Hour 1

● Snopes tries to fact check and debunk Live Action’s video
● Audio: the prenatal care deception at Planned Parenthood
● A letter from a father to his ‘not good enough’ daughter - chastity
● Listener Email: Roberto’s daughter has high testosterone and wonders if taking birth 

control as recommended by the doctor is okay
● Caller: Joe says he is on Luprin because he has cancer and it lowers his testosterone. 

Many women take it. He wants to get off it.
● Listener Email: Abigail is working on a school assignment regarding hallucinogens and 

consciousness
Tags

● Drugs
Hour 2

● UMich students demand no-whites-allowed space to plot ‘social justice’ activism
● Prolonged sleep may be early warning sign of dementia
● Update: Teresa Johnston’s critical condition has worsened after a tree fell on her. Her 

family is praying to Blessed James Kern, a Norbertine who needs one more miracle to be 
canonized.



● Comic strip showing how ridiculous the pro-choice logic is titled “If Mothers Actually 
Talked the Way Pro-Choicers Do About Their Babies”

● Trump revokes the transgender bathroom policy
Hour 3

● Listener Email: Erica asks about free will and evil in the world
● Caller: Mary has a daughter and son who have been raped and abused. They are now 

struggling with depression, drugs, etc. How can she pray?
● Listener Email: Yesenia is frustrated to see Catholic moms on Facebook posting 

promotion for the Women’s Marches
● Listener Email: Joanie asks about transgenders
● Listener Email: Alicia is struggling to feel God’s love but wants to come back to the 

Church
● Listener Email: Is it okay to put a dog to sleep?

Tags
● The Law of Noncontradiction

2-24-17
Hour 1

● Penn profs advised don't assume genders of students 
● Patrick explains his theory of why college students are separating themselves from the 

ideology they were raised with at home
● Starting at midnight on Friday, witches around the country are calling for a mass spell to 

be cast on Donald Trump
● Caller: Gary thinks the Left is purposely making things confusing so that we can’t think 

clearly anymore
Hour 2

● Ash Wednesday is approaching and it’s time to start deciding what to do for Lent
● List of 100 things you could do during Lent
● Caller: Alex asks why some masses have the congregation kneel and others stand
● Caller: Democratic Mayor Martin of New Mexico voted for Donald Trump and has 

gotten lots of heat for it
Hour 3

● Caller: Peter asks about standing through the whole liturgy of the mass
● Caller: Anne is Byzantine Catholic and explains that they stand during the whole mass
● Caller: Dr. Roch is the father of Teresa Johnston who was hit by a falling tree and is in 

the hospital for brain damage. He gives an update on her condition and thanks listeners 
for their prayers.

● Dr. Roch tells story after story of people who have reached out in support and solidarity 
for the family in their time of hardship

2-27-17
Hour 1

● Recap of the Oscars; big moment when La La Land was mistakenly announced for Best 
Picture when it was actually Moonlight

● Drunk woman leaves her car overnight at restaurant, comes back next morning to a thank 
you note on her windshield

● Commentary regarding a tweet about the bishops’ leadership and the laity’s response
● World’s first ‘transgender’ doll coming



● Audio: Ben Shapiro debates with college student on transgenderism
Tags

● Jimmy Kimmel, Warren Beatty, Faye Dunaway, Racism, Original Joe's, Gender 
Dysphoria

Hour 2
● Listener asks how her children can be protected from harm at school; what kind of 

screening happens for the teachers?
● Caller: Warren thinks Archbishop Chaput and other bishops aren’t doing enough to lead 

the laity in their faith
● Update on Teresa Johnston, the 13 year old girl who was crushed by a falling tree. She 

has woken up and can move her arms and legs
● Caller: Anthony points out 7% or less of parishioners contribute 80% or more of the 

financial support and 80% or more of the volunteer hours worked
● Caller: Joe thinks that although it is desired to have a good parish priest and teachers, the 

responsibility is ultimately up to the parents
● Caller: Nora asks what exactly is grace? Patrick describes sanctifying grace and how the 

sacraments help
Tags

● Communion of Saints, Hebrews 12:1,
Hour 3

● Caller: Carolyn says her daughter was harassed by another student in the third grade at a 
wonderful Catholic school, but they wanted her daughter to leave school instead of the 
bully

● Caller: Jacob asks what is wrong with the term ‘messianic jews’?
● Listener Email: James asks about changing the name of his baby before baptizing him. Is 

that okay?
● Caller: Maria Teresa asks if dogs go to Heaven

Tags
● Saint Ignatius Antioch, Original Christians, Catholic School, Emperor Constantine, Pope 

Marcellus I
2-28-17
Hour 1

● A Day Without Women, essentially a strike, is set for March 8th
● Patrick shares a story when a woman criticized him for having too many kids and being 

pro-life at a grocery store
● Daniel, a student with down syndrome was turned down for prom, until a thoughtful girl 

asked him to go. What happened next was a total surprise
● Caller: Leticia says she feels embarrassed to be represented by the women’s marchers 

and that they don’t even know what they’re marching for
● DNA test shows Subway sandwiches could contain just 50% chicken
● Starbucks' plan to hire 10,000 refugees is hurting its brand
● Transgender "boy" wins controversial girls state title

Tags
● McDonald’s, Senior Coffee, 

Hour 2
● Tostitos joins DUI campaign with alcohol-detecting bags



● California's new pot economy valued at $7 billion
● Caller: Tim has smoked pot his whole life, has 5 felony convictions, and says marijuana 

is definitely a gateway drug
● Jesse Romero will be speaking about marijuana in May
● Deadly U.S. heroin overdoses quadrupled in 5 years
● Patrick describes the moral differences between marijuana and alcohol
● Caller: Louis is a law enforcement officer and thinks alcohol harms families at such a 

high rate
● Roch Johnston gives an update on his daughter Teresa who is recovering from a tree 

hitting her and causing extreme brain damage
Hour 3

● Caller: Brittany is currently in treatment for opioid abuse
● Guest Jesse Romero explains marijuana in detail. Apparently satanic spells are made on 

the shipments from Mexico before being delivered in U.S.
● Caller: Larry who uses medical marijuana discusses the issue on air with Jesse Romero
● Caller: Ray says education on the negative effects will help change people’s minds on 

marijuana
● Caller: Rita says people use marijuana and other drugs to escape from reality

3-1-17
Hour 1

● Was Jesus really tempted during the 40 days in the desert?
● Caller: Jamie asks if you tell others what you’re giving up if you’ve already received 

your reward
● Caller: Chris says his whole family is going to pray the rosary, attend adoration, and 

remain in silence every evening
● Caller: John is giving up non essential purchases and give the money away instead

Tags
● Endless Discernment

Hour 2
● Ash Wednesday is not a Holy Day of Obligation, but it it good to go and receive ashes
● Caller: Alicia got the book recommended to her from Patrick, “He and I” and she loves it. 

She is back on the path to growing close to Jesus
● Caller: Miranda is pregnant with twins and asks if she can do something other than 

fasting
● Don’t let your appetites control you
● Caller: Carolyn shares that when she was pregnant, she  would walk a labyrinth and pray 

alone
● Caller: Ariel asks if married couples are to abstain from marital relations on Ash 

Wednesday and Good Friday
● Here's what happens to your brain when you give up sugar for Lent

Hour 3
● Caller: Cecilia says she was in a car accident where she should have been killed, but 

walked away without a scratch. She asked God what he wanted and she felt called to 
become a 3rd order Benedictine

● Caller: Valerie is 50 years old and giving up wearing makeup to deny her vanity



● Caller: Bill who is 81 says a priest said because of his health issues he doesn’t have to 
fast from meat

● Caller: Scott says he become Catholic in 45 days but he wonders if wearing ashes on our 
forehead in public is not a good thing

● Caller: Joe shares an ambitious list of things he’s doing for Lent
● Caller: Joseph want to commit to meekness for Lent but is struggling
● Caller: Sarah asks if Sundays during lent are exempt from the penitential days
● Caller: Roch Johnston gives an update on his daughter Teresa, who was hit by a tree

3-2-17
Hour 1

● Oprah says she never thought about running for president because she has no experience, 
but now she is rethinking the possibility

● Subway fires back with its own study to prove its chicken is chicken
● U. Minnesota will no longer use 'King and Queen' terms for Homecoming
● Caller: Chance calls in and explains that the term ‘natural flavors’ is a trademark
● Woman collapses on train from a seizure, then wakes up to find a mysterious note about 

what happened to her
Tags

● Obama Voting Record, Soy, His Majesty
Hour 2

● Oskar Schindler saved many jews from the German death camps, but still wished he 
could save more

● Movie will be coming out about Edgardo Mortara and how the pope took him from his 
family, but don’t let it shake your faith

● Caller: Michael has a coworker who is protestant and doesn’t understand why he cannot 
receive Holy Communion

● The Senate has approved Dr. Ben Carson for Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 
● Listener Email: Amy asks if she can identify as skinny instead of plus size
● Listener Email: Slobodanka asks about joining the Seventh-Day Adventist church
● Caller: Les asks about the term ‘science deniers’

Tags
● Oskar Schindler, Steven Spielberg, Pope Fiction, Edgardo Mortara

Hour 3
● Listener Email: Beth asks about the difference between life support and a natural death
● Listener Email: Mary asks if Catholics can partner with masons in a charity event
● Listener Email: Robert asks about church ministries to help people confused about gender 

identity or same sex attraction
● Caller: Julie’s mother died two days ago and she wanted to be cremated, but the children 

disagree on what to do
● Caller: John says there is a mormon tabernacle choir on his local Catholic TV station in 

Fresno, CA
● Caller: Carolina asks about being reunited with our bodies after death

3-3-17
Hour 1

● Juicing isn't actually good for you and your diet is probably dumb
● Audio: Sexual morality by C.S. Lewis



● Listener Email: Justin asks if Catholics can eat pork
● Email update on Teresa Johnston from Fr. Alan Benander
● Tom Hanks sends the White House press corp an espresso machine so they can "keep up 

the good fight for truth"
Hour 2

● Minecraft Devotions: Creative Meditations on the Mass, Adoration, & More
● President of Planned Parenthood, Cecile Richards, says the point when life begins is not 

really relevant to the abortion debate
● Caller: Bill asks about the Alpha Program; is it good/bad?
● Orlando fingerprint examiner suspended, 2,600 cases possibly affected
● Caller: Cindy is distressed because she is pregnant again after already having 6 children, 

the youngest of whom is 11. She doesn’t want to start all over.
Tags

● RCIA, Symbolon Program
Hour 3

● Patrick tries to encourage and comfort Caller Cindy who is emotionally distressed about 
being pregnant at a late age

● Caller: Adrianna offers support for Cindy and shares her story of distress when she was 
pregnant because she was told her baby would have down syndrome and a cleft lip, but 
now that he is born she cannot imagine life without him.

● Caller: Peter says the Alpha Program is not authentically Catholic
● Caller: Jose shares story of when his mother got pregnant with his brother, Alex. She 

gave it up to Jesus and he now is the rock of the family; he brings everyone together and 
keeps everyone strong in the faith

● Caller: Glenn is a retired neonatologist and talks about the book, “The Power of the 
Powerless”

● Caller: Maria shares that she had an abortion in her 20’s and tried to get pregnant later in 
life but couldn’t. She would do anything to go back and change her actions

3-6-17
Hour 1

● Heavy storms leave monks trapped in California monastery
● Patrick makes an analogy to Noah’s ark when explaining his book, Surprised by Truth
● Patrick shares the story of how he found Dr. Scott Hahn by making a cold call 23 years 

ago
● Patrick shares an email from Michelle who read Surprised by Truth and made a major 

change in her life
● Patrick shares a bit of Jimmy Akin’s and Marcus Grodi’s stories featured in Surprised by 

Truth
● Tim Staples’ chapter in the book is called “The Bible Made Me Do It”

Hour 2
● Patrick reads an email from Monica who read Surprised by Truth in High School and it 

made her realize that God brings peace
● Patrick shares how one family chose not to leave the faith because they realized there are 

answers to questions of the faith that the Church knows how to defend, after reading 
Surprised by Truth



● Patrick reads emails from people who have read and been impacted by Surprised by 
Truth

● Are your kids safe from all the negative influences out there that are attempting to pull 
them away from goodness and truth?

Hour 3
● Patrick explains the parable where we are to sow the seeds but not worry about the 

harvest because that is for God to care of
● Letter from Jane explains she has given away 33 copies of Surprised by Truth to family 

and friends because it was that good
● Email from John said he read the book and it answered so many of his challenges with 

understanding certain Catholic beliefs. He said he never felt a love for his Catholic faith 
like this before

● Patrick tells a story of an Air Force officer who left the Catholic Church but on his day 
off when he was deployed, he had nothing to do, saw Surprised by Truth sitting out, 
started reading and couldn’t put it down. Went to confession and came back to the 
Church the next day.

3-7-17
Hour 1

● Tattoo removal: What to do when the ink must go
● Many Catholics used to believe that there was a  female pope whose history was covered 

up. This is discussed in Patrick’s book “Pope Fiction”
● What exactly does papal infallibility mean?
● The Magisterium is the teaching office of the church
● Patrick explains the significance of Peter. His name is mentioned 200 times in the New 

Testament. The next most mentioned apostle is St. John at 29 times. That says something 
of the importance of Peter

Tags
● Marozia, Pope Sergius III, Joan, Papal Infallibility, First Vatican Council, Magisterium, 

Hour 2
● Pope Fiction covers 30 myths and misconceptions about the papacy and you can get a 

copy by donating to Immaculate Heart Radio today
● Listener emails in response to Cindy’s call on Friday’s show offer support and 

encouragement for the struggling mother
● Audio: Replay of Cindy’s phone call explaining why she feels bad for not wanting her 

unborn child
● What caused Lucifer and other angels to go into rebellion against God?

Tags
● Light Bearer, Lucifer

Hour 3
● Caller: Mike says his pastor is admitting a practicing gay couple into the Church on 

Easter
● Patrick reads a Bible verse on 
● Listener Email: Carrie tried to give clothes to homeless person and he refused. It 

reminded her of how we all refuse God’s gifts at times
● Parent’s hot stock tip leads to $24M in Snapchat IPO riches for high school
● Disney shows gay kiss in a children’s cartoon for first time



3-8-17
Hour 1

● Patrick offers his book “Any Friend of God is a Friend of Mine”
● Patrick reads two listener emails that react to the same question in totally different ways 

(regarding a practicing gay couple)
● Podcast: How to engage lovingly and courageously in an era of loud, often angry public 

discourse, by Bishop James Wall
● Listener Email: 

Hour 2
● Do you know where to find evidence for the communion of saints, statues, and honoring 

Mary in the Bible?
● Bay Area startup 3-D prints house in a day
● Russia bans children from seeing Beauty and the Beast
● Smart TVs, allow built-in voice control microphone to be remotely enabled while 

keeping the appearance that the TV itself was switched off
● Caller: Ted asks about the Bible stating “call no man father”

Tags
● Idolatry

Hour 3
● Patrick answers caller Ted about Matthew 23:9 with Acts 7
● Patrick reminisces on his debate with James White
● Patrick reads a listener email from Melissa who is devastated after having a third 

miscarriage
● Patrick reads a listener email on the tattoo removal topic from yesterday’s show

3-9-17
Hour 1

● Franklin Graham said on Facebook that people should boycott Disney because of the gay 
scene in Beauty and the Beast

● Be prepared to defend yourself physically from harm, but also spiritually
● Caller: Mary has a friend who works for Disney who is a single mother. When we 

boycott we need to think about everyone we’re affecting, not just the company’s bottom 
line

● Caller: Al says as Christians we need to do what’s hard and not give in to the influence of 
Hollywood

● A friend of Patrick’s named Leticia, lost her son Anthony last night to suicide
Hour 2

● Patrick reads a prayer for those who have taken their life
● Caller: Anne’s son Ryan jumped off a bridge and committed suicide last week. How do 

we know God forgives him?
● Caller: Kenny’s 16 year old son was killed by a gang member in 1991. He expresses the 

responsibility of all parents to pray and protect each other’s children.
● Terry Barber from the Terry and Jesse show calls in to encourage listeners to pledge 

because we are merging with Relevant radio and going nationwide
● 10 tips for fighting the devil this Lent

Hour 3



● Jesse Romero from the Terry and Jesse Show calls in to remind people that Jesus gives 
everyone a last chance to accept his love after death before being sent to eternity

● Patrick shares that he felt the devil’s temptation yesterday
● Continuation of ways to fight the devil this Lent
● Pope was a Rolling Stone: Pontiff to star on cover of iconic rock mag
● Patrick reads listener email from Melissa thanking him for asking listeners to pray for her

Tags
● Saint Faustina, Divine Mercy

3-10-17
Hour 1

● Listener Email: Anonymous says her sister bugged her about tuning in to IHR. She was 
reluctant at first but now she is hooked.

● When you’re distracted in church, here are some tips to focus
● No Catholic can make a good sacramental confession without first telling God you’re 

sorry 
● Patrick gives guidelines on how to make a good confession

Hour 2
● Listener email: Anna needs advice on talking to her brother about cohabitating with his 

girlfriend
● Listener email: Thuy’s aunt is saying things out of character and worries she could be 

possessed
● Listener Email: Mike is troubled by his coworker who says he is Catholic but doesn’t 

attend mass because he’s mad about the priest scandals
Hour 3

● Listener email: Ginger is in medical school and worries about ethical issues
● Listener email: Brian thanks Patrick for doing a men’s retreat he attended and giving 3 

points on living the Truth
● Listener email: Carol asks for help on getting effective apologetics material for her teens. 

Her son doesn’t think it’s important to date a Catholic girl.
● Listener email: Jackie says she is troubled about marriage prep classes she’s involved in

3-13-17
Hour 1

● Patrick has a new grandchild, Caroline Faustina Madrid!
● New app called ‘Hater’ is for people to meet others who dislike the same things
● Yelp to identify businesses with no gender-neutral bathrooms
● Listener email: Kathy wants to help plant a seed of faith with her atheist doctor
● Caller: Mayor Martin Hicks of Grants, NM expresses his anger with the democratic party 

and their support for abortion, as well as the ‘Catholic’ politicians who support abortion
● What does it profit a man to gain the whole world, but lose his soul?
● Canada's largest Muslim youth group is kicking off #IslamUnderstood, a program to send 

teens door-to-door to answer questions about Islam
Tags

● Least of These, Canvassing, Dawah
Hour 2

● Father and son collide in tragic head-on collision, after son was out partying and father 
was coming home from work



● Listener email: Malin from Sweden thanks IHR for the show because it has given hope 
during family’s suicide

● Brad Delp from the band, ‘Boston,’ committed suicide, while on the outside it may have 
looked like he lived a full and happy life

● Caller: Al says a Muslim occasionally comes to his Catholic church and gives talks. How 
can he engage in the conversation?

● Researchers are working on a smart bracelet which can be worn by fathers which will 
transmit the baby’s movements inside the womb

● Companies are turning to HR chatbots
Tags

● Drink and Drive, Richard Dawkins, Kosher, Ivanka Trump
Hour 3

● Pregnant woman rewards man who gave up his seat on the subway with a custom made 
trophy

● Caller: Carmen asks if Jesus or an angel appeared to Abraham in Genesis 18
● Caller: Erik says the one-sided portrayal of Muslims doesn’t help to bring people 

together. What about the Christians who have done bad things?
● Jesus said I didn’t come to bring peace, I came to bring the sword and divide
● Caller: David asks about the Hail Holy Queen prayer and the words, “our life, our 

sweetness, and our hope.”
● Caller: Jim asks what the Catholic teaching is on the origin of life? Evolution, 

creationism, scientific proof, etc.
3-14-17
Hour 1

● President Erdogan in Turkey wants to expand his powers greatly which is creating 
tension with Holland

● China declares sovereignty on international waters, but the US admiral defies China in 
contested seas

● Russian Orthodox Church adds St Patrick to its calendar
● Carleton University comes under heavy criticism after gym scale removed
● Facebook has a list of 56 gender options
● Caller: Adrian teaches at a high school and tells his students that being triggered is an 

excuse for our reactions instead of being in control 
Tags

● Triggered
Hour 2

● Listener email: Valerie has lost all faith in God and doesn’t want to be on this earth 
anymore

● Listeners flood Twitter with encouraging comments for Valerie
● Caller: Rosalee says she understands we have laws for a reason, but what is the church’s 

stance on immigration? Shouldn’t we be compassionate?
● Caller: Mike expresses sympathy for Valerie because he too has been through some 

tragic events within his family
● Listener email: Donna is concerned because a Muslim speaker was invited to her 

Catholic church and denied Catholic truths
Hour 3



● Caller: Claire says her Catholic priest compared Ash Wednesday to Ramadan and 
Muslim sacrifices. It made her angry.

● Caller: Cype says he is frustrated at the lack of respect for Christianity
● Caller: Dana says that Claire was too sensitive to the priest when he talked about the 

Muslim faith on Ash Wednesday
● Caller: Matthew asks if the priest inviting the Muslim to speak at Catholic church was 

blasphemy
● If you want to get technical, the Bible states there are some people who should not be 

welcomed
● Caller: Allison says the “tolerance” trend has gone too far and we’ve lost common sense; 

people aren’t thinking anymore
● Caller: Craig is worried because his daughter is engaged to a Mormon and they disagree 

on where to get married. Patrick says Craig should guard his daughter and break up the 
engagement

3-15-17
Hour 1

● A grandmother discovered why she couldn't shed her 'potbelly': It was a 140-lb tumor
● 70% of youth cannot tell time on a clock; probably a similar percentage didn’t learn to 

write cursive
● Growing up being raised in the faith now vs. the old days
● Parents, it is your job to make sure your kids know the faith well
● Listener email: Heidi asks if Patrick will consider listening to Zachary King, a former 

satanist turned Catholic, who speaks about spiritual warfare
Tags

● Osmosis, James White, Debate, Sola Scriptura, Timothy
Hour 2

● Audio: Fox LA reports on mom who leaves her 2 year old daughter at grocery store and 
is in custody now

● Caller: Rose Marie says Catholics should go on a cursillo retreat to understand the faith 
more and be set on fire for Jesus!

● Del Taco announces 1-pound breakfast burrito
● Atheists could die out because of birth control
● Divorce numbers rise among older Americans, fall among younger couples
● If you are married and on Facebook, here are 3 rules to follow

Tags
● Concupiscence, The Porn Myth

Hour 3
● Intel executive Diane Bryant once was homeless because her father kicked her out on her 

18th birthday
● Caller: Darren asks who baptized John the Baptist. He also asks about people receiving 

the Holy Spirit in the Bible without being baptized
● Caller: Marie wonders if Muslims speaking at Catholic churches could be their way of 

claiming land for jihad, based on what she read in a journal 
● New South Dakota law: adoption agencies can't be forced to place kids with same-sex 

couples



● Caller: Paul asks about the thief on the cross next to Jesus who was told “today you will 
be with me in paradise.” He also asks if God truly forgets our sins.

● Listener Email: Olivia asks what Catholic, biblical material she can recommend to her 
husband who doesn’t like to read

Tags
● Anthropomorphic Language

3-16-17
Hour 1

● Robot playing a leading role alongside real actors in British theatre 
● Losing smartphone is almost as stressful as terror threat
● How Google and Levi’s smart jacket shows what’s coming next for wearables
● Caller: NM Mayor Martin says thank you because he has gotten so many calls and letters 

on the abortion issue since his last time on air and it motivates him more
● Listener email: Dominic hasn’t been to confession in over 50 years

Hour 2
● Patrick shares how he explains the birds and the bees to his sons. He goes step by step in 

how he has ‘the talk’
● 7 things parents must know before they talk to their teens about sex
● Audio: Paul Harvey’s “If I Were the Devil”
● Caller: Joseph is troubled and at wits end because his daughter doesn’t want to get 

married in the Church and he doesn’t know if he can attend
● Listener email: Ihab asks for help explaining to her daughter why women are not 

ordained priests in the Catholic Church
● Caller: Lana asks for a Catholic book review site for her 8 year old son who likes reading

Hour 3
● Listener email: Derek has a few barriers to overcome before returning to the faith and 

asks for answers - not out of hostility, just curiosity
● Caller: Anthony asks what the tearing of the veil or curtain of Heaven meant
● Caller: Chris asks if it is possible to love God too much. Can you go overboard with 

piety?
● Caller: Katherine asks how to explain to her fallen away family member that his son is 

already baptized in the Catholic Church and doesn’t need a Protestant baptism
● Caller: Leo says he feel like a failed father because his son has left the faith
● Caller: Therese asks why John the Baptist had his disciples go and find out who Jesus 

was if he already knew who he was
● Listener email: Christina says her friend’s last marriage to a Catholic was miserable so 

she is thinking her next marriage should be to a Buddhist 
3-17-17
Hour 1

● Audio: Saint Patrick explains the trinity with bad analogies
● What’s the significance of the shamrock?
● Caller: Melissa asks about the phrase, “absence of the body, presence with the Lord” 

because she heard someone on Protestant TV saying there is no Purgatory
● Mortal sin vs. being in the state of grace at the moment of death
● Jesus is limitless, by nature God is singular, but he knows himself infinitely

Hour 2



● Is Saint Patrick’s Day exempt from the no meat Friday rule?
● Many people say St. Patrick wasn’t Catholic, but he most definitely was a Catholic 

bishop
● Who was Saint Patrick? What was his background?
● More explanation on the mystery of the Trinity

Tags
● Drunkenness

Hour 3
● Caller: Dan questions Patrick’s description and evidence of the Holy Trinity
● Caller: Mary says that the Holy Spirit is the Love between the Father and Son
● Caller: Darren asks a hypothetical question: If all 3 persons of the trinity wrote an essay, 

would they be similar?
● Caller: Susan asks about “Bloody Queen Mary”
● Listener email: woman expresses frustration that her mom ordered marijuana edibles 
● Listener Email: Mary asks what the difference is between the resurrection and ascension 

of our Lord
● Listener email: Susan says she went through something similar to Valerie, the listener 

who wrote to Patrick saying she has lost all faith due to events in her life
● Listener email: Kim extends her sympathies and encouragement to Valerie
● Caller: Gary asks about our forefather and their intention to have freedom of religion
● Calvinists, Puritans, Protestant Church of England

3-20-17
Hour 1

● How to make eggs without chicken in a post-animal bio-economy
● Listener comments on Twitter read on air
● 10 things that will soon disappear forever
● Tom Brady’s missing Super Bowl jersey has been found in the possession of a press 

member
● Man exonerated for LA murder walks free after 32 years - and is not bitter

Tags
● Methane, LP, Vinyl Records, Dial Up, Keys, Tom Brady Jersey, Andrew Wilson

Hour 2
● Netflix is ditching star ratings for thumbs up or thumbs down
● FBI Arrests Man After Journalist With Epilepsy Receives Seizure-Inducing Tweet
● Sons need their fathers to lead them
● Turkey urges Turks in Europe to outpopulate the West
● Caller: Mary has a pro-choice friend coming over in 2 days and wants to be prepared to 

give a pro-life argument
● The Eraser Challenge is won by the person who ends up with the biggest wound

Hour 3
● Listener email: Jenelle asks if she should stay at her job being a barista
● Caller: Carol asks about our sins being forgiven and forgotten in relation to the final 

judgment
● Caller: Paul asked why Joseph discerned if he should divorce Mary when she became 

pregnant
● LDS Church Sends Legal Notice to 'Mormon Wikileaks' Over Leaked Slideshow



● Caller: Steve is a non-Catholic listener (previously Mormon) and curious about the 
Charismatic Renewal

● Patrick talks about the biblical evidence for the charismatic style but also cautions to be 
aware of

Tags
● Speaking in Tongues, Saint Augustine

3-21-17
Hour 1

● US Bans Laptops, iPads, 'Anything Bigger Than A Cellphone' On Flights From 13 
Countries

● Patrick recalls when he was leaving from the 1995 world youth day in the Philippines 
there was a bomb threat on his plane as part of the Bojinka plot

● Liberal mom blogger writes about her experience at Disneyland when a manly man came 
into the women’s restroom and lurked 

● Caller: Christian is not Catholic but he is seriously considering converting because of 
Patrick. He is a black belt jiu jitsu and would yank that guy out of the restroom so quick

Tags
● Bojinka Plot

Hour 2
● Caller: Eva says her husband did a YouTube video of a transgender bathroom
● Caller: Marie says there are some single restrooms that can be used by men or women 

and that’s okay
● Caller: Carol asks if we should care for Christians only or for everyone, based on 

Matthew 25:40-45
● Transgender female Laurel Hubbard of New Zealand broke four weightlifting records
● What is the difference between a diocese and an archdiocese?
● Students labeled racists for wearing American flag colors
● Was the Trinity crucified on Calvary or only God the Son?
● Listener email: Erica expresses sympathy for women who are fearful of pregnancy, but 

advises from experience that abortion does not help; it only makes it worse
● Listener email: Greg says we shouldn’t talk about what babies could have been if they 

weren’t aborted as if to place value on what they do in life. Life itself, regardless of how 
lived, is valuable 

Hour 3
● Caller: Katie says her first response to the transgender community is love and prayer 

instead of taking action toward laws
● Caller: Obi says that the reason our society can’t think clearly on major moral issues is 

because their judgment is clouded by sin
● Listener email: Mark is a Catholic centrist and says that he appreciates the show but also 

thinks some news breaks are too supportive of Trump
● Listener email: Tom asks what the distinction is between doctrine and dogma, as well as 

the hierarchy of Truths
● Caller: Laurie says the Monk of Loretto predicted that President Donald Trump would 

bring America back to God
● Victoria says she talked to someone who said there is no such thing as the 5 non-

negotiables



Tags
● Monk of Loretto, 5 Non-negotiables

3-22-17
Hour 1

● A robber ruined his own getaway - first by breaking his leg in a jump off a balcony, and 
then by calling the police

● Act Of Kindness For Couple At IHOP
● Britain will ban electronic devices on flights from six Middle Eastern nations amid terror 

threat
● Listener email: Misty asks if babies who didn’t have a chance to be baptized go to 

Heaven
● Patrick shares a story of a friend he tried to convince to get baptised before death, with no 

success
● Sears Warns of ‘Substantial Doubt’ About Company's Future
● Pierre Wirawan gets a shout out for posting a Tweet about pretending everything’s okay 

when in reality you’re in big trouble
Hour 2

● Audio: Sesame Street has a history of mocking “Donald Grump”
● Caller asks if the Sesame Street character Maria is an allusion to the Blessed Mother
● 'Power Rangers' movie to feature gay ranger
● Tattoo Removal Business Booming As Fears Of Deportation Mount
● Caller: John started listening to Immaculate Heart Radio 6 months ago and feels like he 

has bitterness to let go of. He is an alcoholic and asks God for help often but can’t seem 
to make any progress towards sobriety

Hour 3
● Listener email: Miguel asks about reincarnation and the 613 Jewish laws
● Caller: Karen sympathizes with former caller John because she also struggles with 

alcohol but has been sober for 3 weeks. She acknowledges that John calling in to IHR 
was the Holy Spirit working in him already

● Caller: Gus asks if there is going to be a new mystery of the rosary soon
● Caller: Sam says the corporation behind Sesame Street “Children’s Television 

Workshop” had a board member who was also a bundler for Hillary Clinton
● Caller: Irene asks about mass tragedies. God calls us home when it’s our time, but when 

groups of people die at the same time, how can that be? Why does God let evil things 
happen?

● Caller: Greg asks why Patrick didn’t name names when he mentioned Catholic politicians 
who betray their faith

● Caller: Lisette asks what the difference is between ‘Lack of Canonical Form’ and an 
‘Annulment?’ 

3-23-17
Hour 1

● Ranking the Most Dangerous Countries for American Tourists
● Thousands march in anti-mafia protests across Italy
● Black man befriending KKK members to convince them to leave group
● Audio: Accidental Courtesy - Festival Trailer with Daryl Davis, Race and America
● Elton John Slams 'Ageist' American Radio That Won't Play his Music



● Have you ever experienced a phantom phone call or text?
Tags

● The Godfather, Married Priest
Hour 2

● Several news organizations reported on the persecution of Christians around the world 
and cited 90,000 Christian martyrs in 2016

● Caller: Chris says his kids are attached to their phones and this is becoming an epidemic 
of society

● Kaylyn and Patrick share their families’ cell phone policies
● Caller: Ezrin is 16 and his friend just told him she’s atheist. How can he talk to her about 

it?
● Planned Parenthood CEO Cecile Richards: "We would never" stop doing abortions to 

keep our taxpayer funding
Hour 3

● Army makes history by putting Muslim in charge of 14,000 US soldiers' spiritual needs
● 'Catholic' senator introduces bill to force Christian hospitals to do abortions
● End of Obama era sees declining gun sales, industry layoffs
● Caller: Mary says her 9th grader’s health class has focused on transgenderism and 

homosexuality
● Caller: Terry says that the abortion pill will be available on all school campuses, via the 

San Francisco Chronicle
● New York judge gives custody of child to 1 dad and 2 'moms' in tri-custody agreement
● About a quarter of American adults (26%) say they haven’t read a book in whole or in 

part in the past year
● Caller: Carina works at a pregnancy center and sometimes goes to schools to teach 

abstinence, but says it’s illegal in California to teach that

3-24-17
Hour 1 

● pre-record? Best of?
Hour 2

● “Churchhunter”: New church-shopping parody takes the net by storm. 
● What does it take to grow a Protestant church? The importance of the Sermon. 
● Church-shopping: Where does Truth come into the equation? 
● Kaylyn reviews the movie: “The Shack”. The goal of a filmmaker. It’s about the 

emotions. . . 
Hour 3

● The Dr. Pepper syndrome: How much does our desire to fit-in affect our theology? 
● “Born-again virgins”: A new celebrity trend. The failure of the so-called “sexual 

revolution”. 
● Why do millennials leave the Church? The importance of the family. 
● Should we really say “I’m fine” so much? Do we really care about others enough? 

3-27-17
Hour 1

● Canada passes motion to silence critics of Islam
● Judge OK's petition for America's first 'genderless' person



● Alone in the wild for a year, TV contestants learn their show was canceled
● Associated Press issues new guidance on sex, gender: 'avoid' referring to 'both' or 'either' 

sexes
● Carrie Fisher won't be digitally recreated in next 'Star Wars' film
● NYT reporters create a list of racial terms they find offensive
● Caller: Anthony says we should all descended from Adam and Eve so we should forget 

the ethnic labels
Tags

● Killian Documents Controversy, Memogate, Rathergate
Hour 2

● Audio: Protecting yourself from the Turkish Crime Family through 2FA
● Angels: guardian angels, fallen angels, archangels
● Get your tickets for the Elevate conference in Phoenix, AZ
● Patrick shares that he heard a knocking sound at his house the past two nights around 

3am. But there was nobody at the door.
● Caller: Michelle says she has also heard knocking sounds over the years and prays every 

time. 
● Caler: Kenny is a father of a murdered son and says he experiences reminders to pray for 

him often
Tags

● Angels, Souls in Purgatory
Hour 3

● Caller: Peter says he wakes up in the middle of the night often and prays
● Caller: Nicole says she has 12 kids and they have heard knocking quite often around 3am
● Caller: Carol says she heard knocking and heard a voice
● Caller: Maria heard dripping sounds after her brother died. She never found a leak.
● Patrick shares an experience he had when he was alone in a chapel at night and heard a 

scratching noise. This happened again when he was in Australia. He concluded it was the 
evil one so he stay put and kept praying. 

● Caller: Shockeer says he felt an urge to pray for a Muslim friend he hadn’t seen in 20 
years. Come to find out he was in a spiritual battle and finally became baptized

● Caller: Joseph says he used to have things of the occult such as tarot cards and crystals. 
One time he dreamed someone was taking him away so he prayed the Our Father and 
woke up.

Tags
● Tony Orlando & Dawn, Tie a Yellow Ribbon Round the Ole Oak Tree

3-28-17
Hour 1

● 86-year-old man has raised $400,000. He's given it all to kids in need
● Gary Senise Recognized - The Army's Highest Award for a Civilian
● Audio: A man explains why he put up the American flag on a Saturday
● Patrick revisits yesterday’s topic regarding a knocking sound at 3am
● Listener email: Susan says that the day Patrick heard knocking and prayed was also the 

day witches were casting spells against President Trump
● Listener email: Nancy says she heard a knocking sound from her ice cube tray in the 

freezer



Hour 2
● Caller: Gigi says the house she grew up in was haunted, but after a priest blessed their 

house, the strange experiences ceased
● Caller: Sherry says she heard knocking the other day and she was scared because it 

clearly was no one there who was knocking
● Caller: Jennifer says she has had diabolical experiences and thinks it’s wonderful that the 

bottom line is it drives us to God. Good or bad experiences, it moves us to pray.
● Patrick shares a story of when he was growing up and his mom heard crying, but it was 

none of the kids. She asked the landlord for an explanation, and you won’t believe what 
he said.

Hour 3
● Caller: Steve says his sister denies the Real Presence yet receives Holy Communion 

anyway
● Patrick explains the biblical evidence for the Real Presence in the Holy Eucharist
● Caller: Laurie asks Patrick’s opinion on the Alpha program
● Caller: Patricia asks about Exodus 33:11, 18-23. Did Moses really talk to God face to 

face?
● Caller: Katherine is worried that she’s not holy enough because the devil isn’t bothering 

her, and Patrick said that the devil doesn’t bother those who are right where he wants 
them. Patrick clarifies this for her.

● Listener email: Ray asks if novenas can be longer than 9 days
● Caller: Irene asks why in Exodus 4:24 it says "The Lord met him and sought to kill him."
● Listener email: Karen asks how she might teach her kids the faith when her husband is a 

cynical atheist
● Speak less about God to your fallen away child, and more about your child to God

Tags
● Saint Ambrose of Milan, Saint Augustine, Saint Monica, Formed

3-29-17
Hour 1

● England exits the European Union today
● California criminally charges undercover reporters David Daleiden and Sandra Merritt, 

who exposed Planned Parenthood's baby body part sales
● Patrick explains the show “To Catch a Predator” and how undercover journalism played a 

part in that
● Audio: Congressman Jim Jordan Destroying planned parenthood president Cecile 

Richards
Tags

● Brexit, Article 50, To Catch a Predator
Hour 2

● Muslim Prof insists Jesus wasn't crucified, student suspended
● Patrick says he visited mosques and had dinner with Muslims without them knowing he 

was a Catholic apologist, but then he told them he didn’t believe anything they were 
teaching him and they had a debate

● Patrick talks about fictional theories regarding Christ and the crucifixion
● Don’t be afraid to give a defense for your faith

Tags



● Rollins College
Hour 3

● Caller: Chris asks if Christians worship the same God as Muslims
● Listener email: Tina expresses how different Allah is from God and thinks Patrick has led 

people wrong
● Listener email: John asks about prenatal care at Planned Parenthood
● Caller: Reuben says he was in prison for 21 years and he talked to an Imam who said 

there were 99 names for Allah, two of which were Allah the best deceiver and Allah the 
most proud

● Patrick gives biblical examples of when the Jews misunderstood who God was and 
parallels it with how Muslims misunderstand who God is

● Caller: Roch Johnston, father of Teresa who was hit by a falling tree, gives an update on 
her condition

● Caller: Simone asks about the 3 days of darkness that Padre Pio spoke of
● Listener email: Eddie believes that if he stays close to God bad things will not happen to 

him and asks if he is wrong to think this way
3-30-17
Hour 1

● Pilot dies on flight arriving at Albuquerque Sunport
● Be in the state of grace and live everyday like it’s your last
● Doctor and nurse adopt the deformed and unwanted baby they helped deliver 
● NPR raises concerns about firing Tennessee reporter for recording LGBT discussion with 

students and lawmakers
● 3 Resign After Video Shows Michigan Teachers Making Vulgar Comments About 

Students
● The media is hypocritical and biased. The reason no one is defending David Daleiden is 

simply because it’s about abortion.
Hour 2

● Caller: Tom asks about Jehovah’s Witnesses’ belief in God compared to Muslim beliefs 
and Christian beliefs

● Caller: Frank asks if an archbishop can issue an edict requiring a prayer intention during 
mass, specifically for an end to abortion

● People on Twitter make fun of Vice President Mike Pence for respecting his marriage by 
choosing not to drink alcohol or have dinner with another woman without his wife there 
with him

● Listener email: Jemma is troubled because her son has left Catholicism behind and joined 
the LDS church

● Patrick explains how crucial it is that parents insist their kids date good Catholics, 
because if they don’t, they will end up falling away from the faith

Hour 3
● Caller: Aurora asks about proof for Our Lady of Guadalupe or how to defend the tilma’s 

authenticity
● Caller: Bernadette says she is having dreams about the pope and the church and wonders 

what to do
● Caller: David asks about the succession of popes and how he might bolster his faith in 

Jesus because he struggles to understand, but wants to



● Mormonism and the Great Apostasy is mentioned in Acts 20, Thessalonians 2, and more
3-31-17 (Pre-recorded)
Hour 1

● Two thirds of cancers are unavoidable even if you live a healthy life, study finds
● Listener email: Natalie is Catholic but her daughter is protestant and invited her to hear a 

preacher on the Holy Spirit. Should she go?
● Listener email: Mary asks if she can say a Hail Mary during mass
● Listener email: Grace says she started a mommy blog because she was tired of all the 

mom blogs out there with crude language
● Patrick gives biblical evidence for Catholic teachings including the sacrament of 

reconciliation and a rebuttal against sola scriptura 
● Matthew 16:18, John 20:20, Matthew 18:18, 2 Thessalonians 2:15, James 2:25

Hour 2
● McDonald's workers reveal their VERY clever hacks to save money and get fresher food
● Scientific studies show unborn babies can feel pain as early as 8 weeks
● Listener email: Nathaniel asks if World Youth Day should be moved from Panama 

because of the threat of the zika virus
● Patrick tells of his own experience at World Youth Day years ago
● Listener email: Carol is a probation officer and is currently dealing with a 14 year old 

who is addicted to porn
● Listener email: Anonymous asks whether Buddhism can really be considered a religion in 

the strict sense?
● Listener email: Bob asks about the annulment process. He and his wife are Anglican but 

about to start RCIA classes
Hour 3

● Manhattan Police Officer Closes Cold-Case While On Vacation In The Philippines
● Listener email: Mark has a friend who says he is spiritual but not religious. He has been 

praying to Saint Joseph and wonders what book Patrick recommends on Saint Joseph
● Patrick recommends two books: Legacy: A Father's Handbook for Raising Godly 

Children, Joseph's Way: The Call to Fatherly Greatness
● Listener email: Shane asks for resources he can turn to as he considers converting to 

Catholicism


